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Abstract 
Getting the required answers from a large document is a cumbersome work and it requires a                
thorough knowledge of that particular document. In these scenarios, a document search engine             
can cut down the search time and can help in identifying the answers which the user wants. In                  
this paper we propose a great document search engine which is SearchBot that is a friend of a                  
user for helping in the search for the answers. We aim to make a complete system to help user                   
to get answer for the query to be searched in a document provided and also considering                
audience, the system also supports multiple language for the answers to be retrieved. The              
translator engine that is used for this system can automatically identify the language the user               
wants to have the answer with and also the document’s language. The algorithm that is used for                 
searching the queries is the Universal Sentence Encoder with a lot of data processing to extract                
the exact information from the pdf that is input to the engine. In return the system not only gives                   
the top three answers in the required language rather points to the pages where the answers                
are present. 
 
Given a question and a set of candidate answers, the task is to identify which of the candidates                  
contains the correct answer to the question. There are many techniques to select the answer for                
a question from a document. These techniques can be categories based on two approach  
“Learning approach” and “Neural network approach”. In learning approach we use ranking of             
sentence for which the ranking problem is transformed into classification problem and for             
different technique different loss function is used. In Neural Network approach there are three              
main types of general architectures for measuring the relevance of a candidate sentence to a               
question. These are Siamese Architecture, Attentive Architecture and Compare-Aggregate         
Architecture. To find answers for unsupervised case we need different method to find the              
answers. Our system is divided into two parts, first we set the environment for searching then                
we proceed to search any question. To make system ready we have to read PDFs and require                 
to convert them to best possible accurate format for better sentences to use in modelling. To                
convert extracted pdf text to proper format we require many different techniques like merging              
sentences, lemmatization etc. Once we get corrected document we check for the language as              
Input for universal sentence encoder must be a english string and if document is in any other                 
language then we call translation function to convert it to english document. Once system is               
ready we can proceed to answer retrieval part. Here user gives a question in any language and                 
then we find question representation using techniques used before. After this we use distance              
metric to compare between question and answer to find most probable answers. This method              
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has been tested with multiple document on range of computational system with 60 to 80%               
accuracy for English document and 45 to 70% accuracy for non english document.  
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